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Tennessee Iron Banana Patchbox:
Shown in The Kentucky Rifle, by Merrill  Lindsay, typically trimmed 

in iron. Copied from a rifle by J. G. Gross, Sullivan County, Tennessee. 
We also have the matching buttplate and triggerguard, shown exact 
full size, in our buttplates and triggerguards. Patchbox door spring, 
and fully illustrated  installation instructions are included.
#PB-Kit-12-I patchbox kit, iron only $11.99
#PB-Kit-12-B patchbox kit, brass only $11.99
 Unplated steel #6 x 1/2” flat head wood screw, for mounting a  
patchbox, or toeplate. Steel screws are correct for both iron and brass 
trim. Brass screws arrived much later, almost never used on old guns.
#Screw-6x1/2 screw, #6, use two  only $   .20

Early Tennessee rifle stock, pre-inlet for lock:
Our early Tennessee fullstock is late flint era, early for the area of 

the Southern Mountains. Pre-inlet for any 15/16” octagon 42” barrel, 
drilled full depth for a 3/8” ramrod. Cut for an L&R Durs Egg flint or 
percussion lock, our #TR-DST-4 or #TR-DST-6 double set triggers, 
our #TG-TN-2-I triggerguard, and our lollipop tang plug.

The forend is pre-shaped, and the butt end has not been cut for the 
buttplate. This will allow you to build a primitive poor-boy rifle using 
our early Tennessee fullstock. Trigger reach may be adjusted up to 
15”, with 4-1/2” drop, from the line of sights. The butt end is about 5 x 
1-1/2”, not cut for the buttplate. 
#Stk-ETI-15-M1 stock, right, 15/16”, plain maple only $162.50
#Stk-ETI-15-M3 stock, right, 15/16”, curly maple only $232.50
#Stk-ETI-15-M4 stock, right, 15/16”, fancy maple  only $312.50
#Stk-ETI-15-W1 stock, right, 15/16”, black walnut  only $222.50

Early Tennessee rifle stock, not pre-inlet for lock:
 We offer our early Tennessee stock with 15/16” octagon barrel 
channel for any 42” barrel, and 3/8” ramrod hole, with no lock or 
trigger mortise cut. You may select and hand inlet your favorite lock 
and trigger. Buttplate is not cut, so you may adjust the trigger reach 
to your desired length, up to 15 inches, or create a poor-boy rifle by 
omitting the buttplate.
 Southern made rifles often used locally made hand forged iron 
hardware, and were stocked in native woods, including walnut, cherry, 
maple, curly ash, and other native species.
#Stk-ET-15-M1 stock, right, 15/16”, plain maple only $115.00
#Stk-ET-15-M3 stock, right, 15/16”, curly maple  only $185.00
#Stk-ET-15-M4 stock, right, 15/16”, fancy maple only $265.00
#Stk-ET-15-W1 stock, right, 15/16”, black walnut only $175.00

You can build a better longrifle than you can buy!
 Learn the simple gun making technique of hand inletting, and acquire 
a knowledge of gun part geometry. You can build any gun you choose, 
with these simple skills, a few hand tools, and Track’s best gun parts 
and kits. No gun is ever “perfect”, so don’t expect perfection on your 
first project. Typically, 30 to 40 hours will be required to assemble and 
finish an undecorated longrifle. See our web site for special offers.

Early Tennessee longrifle parts kit:
#Lock-LR-1100 lock, flint, L&R Durs Egg, right hand  $133.00
 • Percussion requires #Lock-LR-1500 percussion lock, right hand.
#Stk-ETI-15-M1 stock, pre-inlet, shaped, maple, plain $162.50
 • Stock #STK-ETI-15-M3 in fancy maple available, at extra cost.
#Cole-54-C-42 barrel, .54 caliber, 15/16” octagon, 42” $165.00
 • Order any 15/16” octagon 42” barrel .50, or .54 caliber.
#Plug-TN-16-5 breech plug, 5/8-18, lollipop tang $  20.99
 • Plug installation and other gunsmithing available, prompt service.
#TR-DST-4 trigger, double lever, double set $  41.99
 • Larger double set trigger #TR-DST-6 available, at no extra cost.
#TG-TN-2-I triggerguard, iron, hand forged steel $  25.99
#BP-TN-2-I buttplate, iron, wax cast steel $  24.99
#TP-TC-TN-I toeplate, iron, die cut steel $   2.99
#SP-TN-2-I sideplate inlay, iron $   5.99
#Ramrod-6 ramrod, 3/8” diameter, 48”, sanded $   1.49
#RT-6-10-I ramrod tip, 3/8”, iron, 8-32 thread $   2.29
#UL-104-B lug staple for small key, use three $   2.50
#Key-58-I wedge key, straight head, iron, use one $   3.99
#Key-58-S-I wedge key, slant head, iron, use two $   3.99
#RP-TC-RE-6-I rod pipe, 3/8”, iron, entry $   6.49
#RP-TC-RF-6-I rod pipe, 3/8”, iron, forward, use two $   3.59
#MC-SC-15-I muzzle cap, 15/16” octagon, iron $   7.59
#FS-FG-40-I sight, front, wax cast steel $   6.99
#RS-SB1-16 sight, rear, wax cast steel $   7.99
#Screw-Set-TN full set of unplated screws and pins $    8.99
#THL-S-4-S vent liner, 1/4-28, stainless steel $   2.99
 • Percussion requires #Drum-85-FN powder drum, #RST-S nipple.
#Plan-Early-Tennessee full size rifle plan drawing $   6.50
Early Tennessee longrifle parts kit, as listed ............................$661.41

#PB-Kit-12-I
patchbox kit, iron

only $11.99

#Screw-6x1/2
#6x1/2 steel screw,
          only $   .20
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